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Abstract 
Project FAITH, which is part of the UK government funded Advanced Manufacturing 

and Materials (AMM) phase 2 nuclear innovation programmes, provided an excellent 

opportunity to develop skills in nuclear thermal hydraulics area. The project aimed at 

exploring modular building techniques for a sodium rig that can be used to conduct 

Generation IV reactor thermal-hydraulics experiments within the UK. To achieve this, 

two rigs, one using water (Rig - 1) and the other one using sodium (Rig - 2) have been 

proposed using modular technology. 

 

A subchannel code called CTF has been used to model the Rig-1 facility which is being 

built at NNL’s Workington facility in a modular manner by Cammell Laird, a ship 

building company. To gain confidence and build expertise on using the CTF code, two 

validation activities have been studied. The first validation activity is performed 

against PSBT benchmark data where the boundary and operating conditions are that 

of pressurised water reactors involving multiphase, while the second validation 

activity is on PNNL experimental studies in which the measurements were made on 

the flow regimes similar to single-phase flow inside a Gen IV sodium cooled fast 

reactor. Both these validation activities offered invaluable experience and confidence 

in using CTF for practical problems to assure successful qualification in code usage. 

 

Rig-1 configuration along with its operating conditions makes it a non-standard case 

for analysis from CTF, not least due to the geometry that has fuel pins with wire 

wrapped around them, arranged in a triangular lattice in a hexagonal pipe. A method 

has been developed wherein CFD studies were performed for the operating Reynolds 

numbers, NRe (5000 ≤ NRe ≤ 100000) on Rig – 1 and frictional loss coefficients were 

obtained from the analysis. These frictional loss coefficients were linked in the 

subchannel code, CTF replacing its standard frictional correlations for pressure drop 

estimates.  

 

The method has been tested on various pin arrangements ranging from square array 

to triangular array to the current Rig-1 design that has a hexagonal pipe with 7 fuel 

pins with wire wrapped around them, replicating fuel rod structure inside a sodium 

cooled fast reactor. The CTF results with its standard frictional correlations have over 

predicted the pressure drops (as compared to CFD results) by about 25% for square or 

triangular subchannels and around 6% for Rig-1 geometry with wire wraps. However, 

when this novel method of applying frictional coefficients (obtained from CFD) in CTF 

code, the results of pressure drop from CTF matched excellent with CFD results by 

overpredicting only about 0.5%.  

 

This improved CTF model can also be used to perform a range of parametric studies 

which includes slight variations in the geometry (due to manufacturing tolerances etc.) 

and their effects on the flow at a quicker turnaround time. In addition to this, the 

frictional coefficients obtained from 7-pin, can also be used for 19-pin and 37-pin 

configurations, thus CTF modelling capabilities are further expanded.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Forward 

Project FAITH (Fuel Assembly Incorporating Thermal Hydraulics) originated from the 

(Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy) BEIS programme, “Advanced 

Materials and Manufacturing Phase Two”. The objective is to explore modular building 

techniques for a sodium rig that can be used to conduct Generation IV reactor thermal-

hydraulics experiments within the UK. To achieve this, two rigs, one using water (Rig-1) and 

the other one using sodium (Rig-2) have been proposed using modular technology. 

Cammell Laird (CL) are involved in design and manufacture of these modular 

assemblies with the support from National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL). The construction of 

these rigs is multi-phased. During the initial phase, a water-based fuel assembly rig will be 

built to carry out isothermal experiments. Water is considered as the working fluid because 

of its ease of handling, minimum safety hazards, low cost, ready availability with well-defined 

properties and characteristics. The knowledge and experience gained from building and 

operating this water rig will be applied to the design and build activities for the sodium rig. 

Hence, the study of the water rig will be a treated as an important initial step towards 

understanding the thermal hydraulics behaviour of sodium in liquid metal fast reactors 

(LMFR) subchannels. Although, Prandtl number (Pr) cannot be matched to sodium, using 

flow Reynolds number (Re), it is possible to replicate some of the flow regimes that are 

experienced in LMFR as its rheological properties are not too different from sodium, so 

Reynolds numbers can be matched quite easily. The definitions of Prandtl number and 

Reynolds number are as given below with typical SI units provided for each property: 

Pr = 
𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
=  

(𝜇∕𝜌)

(𝑘
𝐶𝑃

⁄ 𝜌)
=

𝐶𝑝𝜇

𝑘
 

Re = 
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠
=

𝜌v𝐿

𝜇
 

where: 

𝜇 = dynamic viscosity of the fluid (kg/m-s) 
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 𝜌 = density of the fluid (kg/m3) 

𝑘  = thermal conductivity of the fluid (W/m-K) or (W/m-°C) 

 𝐶𝑃= Specific heat capacity of the fluid (J/kg-K) or (J/kg-°C) 

𝐿 = characteristic linear dimension (m) 

𝑣 = velocity of the fluid with respect to the object (m/s) 

Table 1-1 lists some of the physical properties of light water at a representative 

temperature of 315°C and pressure of 155 bar that correspond to primary loop in a pressurised 

water reactor while the liquid sodium physical properties are reported at 535°C and 1 bar. The 

orders of magnitude difference in Prandtl number between water and liquid sodium can be 

seen clearly from the values of around 1 for light water and around 225 times less for liquid 

sodium as compared with water. 

Table 1-1: Physical properties of water and liquid sodium with Prandtl number 

Reactor 

Coolant 

Reference 

Temperature (°C) 

and Pressure (bar) 

Density 

(𝝆) 

(kg/m3) 

Dynamic 

Viscosity 

(𝝁)  

(kg/m-s) 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(𝒌) 

(W/m-°C) 

Heat 

Capacity 

(𝑪𝑷) 

(J/kg-°C) 

Prandtl 

Number 

Light 

water  

315°C and 155 bar 704 0.000087 0.5 6270 1.091 

Liquid 

sodium 

535°C and 1bar 817.7 0.000228 65.88 1260 0.00436 

 

Whilst the objective of the project FAITH is to investigate and understand the 

fundamental aspects of fluid flow and heat transfer mechanisms for a liquid sodium system, 

many other associated challenges will need to be considered when applying this knowledge 

within an industrial environment.  As this involves lot of fundamental research that also needs 

to be applied to industrial problems, it is intended that this MPhil programme will facilitate a 

close collaboration between NNL and the UK academic network, particularly with university 
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of Liverpool such that NNL staff can upskill and expand the capability on thermal hydraulics 

area and apply this knowledge in an industrial setting.  

One of the objectives of the FAITH programme is to upskill the UK R&D skills base in 

sodium technology to replace skills that were lost, due to the winding down of the UK’s world 

leading research in this area in the 1990’s.  Furthermore, the UK, being a founding member of 

the Generation IV International Forum (GIF), has responsibility to take lead in developing 

research necessary to test the feasibility and performance of fourth generation nuclear 

systems, and to make them available for industrial deployment by 2030. Research and 

development on sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFR) is one of the six reactor technologies 

identified by GIF. The FAITH project represented an opportunity to develop skills in nuclear 

thermal hydraulics vis-à-vis SFR.  The MPhil project described in this report was developed 

from this opportunity and represents one contribution FAITH is making to re-establishing UK 

expertise.  

1.2 Gap analysis relating to water rigs & sodium rigs 

The proposed rigs of both Rig-1 (water as working fluid) and Rig-2 (sodium as 

working fluid) from Project FAITH have 7 fuel rods or pins with wire wrapped around each 

of them, further arranged in a triangular lattice in a hexagonal duct. This is the typical 

arrangement of central section of fuel rods in a sodium cooled fast reactor assembly. Figure 

1-1 shows 19-pin arrangement with wire wrapped around each of them in a hexagonal duct. 

The left image shows the top cross-sectional view depicting the arrangement of interior, 

corner and side rods whilst the right image shows the side view of the fuel pin with the helical 

wire wrapped around. Depending on the number of rings of rods that are used in the fuel 

assembly, the total number of rods keep changing. For example, in Figure 1-1, the number of 

rings of rods are 2, and this makes the total number of rods as 19, while the interior, corner 

and side rods are 7,6 and 6 respectively.  
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Figure 1-1: Wire-wrapped assembly and fuel configuration with 19 pins 

 The following table (see Table 1-2)  summarises the theoretically possible number of 

rods in a hexagonal fuel assembly as a function of number of ring rods. The table lists number 

of possible interior, corner and side rods. The first thing that can be noticed is that the corner 

rods is always 6 (when there are more than one ring of rods) while the number of side rods is 

6 × (n-1).   The total rods can be computed using the expression: Σn 6n + 1 where n is the 

number of rings of rods. 

Table 1-2: The maximum number of theoretically possible number of rods in a hexagonal fuel assembly as a function of 
'Ring Count' (Masterson 2019) 

Rings of Rods Interior Rods Corner Rods Side Rods Total Rods 

1 7 0 0 7 

2 7 6 6 19 

3 19 6 12 37 

4 37 6 18 61 

5 61 6 24 91 

6 91 6 30 127 
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n Same as total rods for (n-

1) rings of rods 

6 6 × (n-1)  Σn 6n + 1 

 

The actual number of fuel rods for a sodium cooled fast reactor fuel assembly in the 

core typically ranges between 169- 271 (IAEA, 2006 #72). It is not practical to build rigs that 

comprise these many hundreds of rods; a few studies in the literature have focussed on 

representative minimum number of pins that are needed to understand the behaviour of the 

core. (Rolfo et al. 2012) studied the flow characteristics for several fuel pin/rods arranged in a 

hexagonal duct. The authors have looked at 7, 19, 61 and 271 fuel pin configurations 

computationally. (Gajapathy et al. 2009) have investigated for 7, 19 and 37 fuel pin 

configurations numerically. The detailed computational studies from these two different 

papers have concluded that the number of fuel pins away from the centre does not influence 

greatly on the flow features towards the centroid of the core where only seven pins are present 

in a hexagonal lattice. This suggests that the rigs in project FAITH adapted 7-fuel pin 

configuration in a hexagonal duct is evidently a practical way forward backed up by the 

literature.  

There are a few researchers who did experiments on either square or hexagonal 

configurations with different fuel pin configurations such as 5 × 5 or 4× 4 pin arrangement for 

square and 7 or 19 or 61 pins for hexagonal; these studies will be discussed in detail in the 

subsequent sections.  

1.2.1 Measurements on square subchannels 

The authors in (Chang, Kim & Song 2014; Dominguez-Ontiveros & Hassan 2009; Ikeda 

& Hoshi 2007; Shen, Cao & Lu 1991)  have looked at square pin configurations with an 

objective to measure either lateral or axial velocities, however none of these authors measured 

the pressure drops. (Shen, Cao & Lu 1991) investigated 4× 4 type of assembly in a square with 

spacer grid, and measured velocities in only in lateral direction at a fixed Reynolds number 

of 14200 using Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). The authors have studied the effects of blade 

angles of spacers on the rate of mixing and concluded that larger angles produce greater 

mixing, but caused non-uniform mixing. (In 1999) developed a computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) model representing the setup by (Shen, Cao & Lu 1991) and concluded that the CFD 
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simulation can be used to analyse the effect of the open blades on the crossflow mixing. The 

rest of the authors used 5 × 5 square pin arrangement with spacer grid, but the Reynolds 

number that was fixed for the test was different among them and even the velocity 

measurement techniques were different among them. (Ikeda & Hoshi 2007) found measuring 

velocities using LDV was challenging due to the number of rods and the associated small gaps 

among them within the experimental setup. They developed a rod-emended fibre LDV to 

measure both the axial and cross-flow velocities. (Dominguez-Ontiveros, Estrada-Perez & 

Hassan 2010; Dominguez-Ontiveros & Hassan 2009) also performed experiments on 5 × 5 

square pin arrangement with spacer grid, however they used Time Resolved Particle Image 

Velocimetry (TR-PIV) to provide their experimental database for CFD simulations. (Li et al. 

2019) recently performed measurements on a 5 × 5 rod bundle with spacer grids with the latest 

techniques such as Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), a non-intrusive method of measuring 

concentration and temperature in the flow. Their measurements also aimed at providing 

benchmark data for CFD codes validation studies. (Chang, Kim & Song 2014) measured both 

axial and lateral velocities within the subchannels using 2D LDV. All of these research work 

indicates that there are several flow visualisation and full-field measurement techniques were 

used in rod bundle channels but predominantly PIV and LDV techniques were used to 

perform quantitative analysis and further to get high precision data. 

1.2.2 Measurements on triangular subchannels 

(Nguyen et al. 2017; Vaghetto et al. 2017) performed experiments on 61-pin wire 

wrapped fuel pins arranged in a hexagonal lattice measuring for both velocities and pressure 

drops. The ratio of pitch to diameter of their rod bundle is 1.19 which is close to 1.2 for the 

proposed Rig-1 by project FAITH. However, the other difference worth mentioning is that 

their wire wraps do not physically contact the other surrounding rods or pins unlike for the 

proposed Rig-1. The velocity measurements and flow structures near wall regions were 

reported using PIV for a fixed Reynolds number of 19,000 by (Nguyen et al. 2017).  The 

pressure measurements were reported for the Reynolds number range of 250-19000 by 

(Vaghetto et al. 2017). (Bertocchi, Rohde & Kloosterman 2019) in their recent work considered 

7-pin wire wrapped fuel pins in a hexagonal duct. The experiments were carried out for a 

range of Reynolds numbers from 4400-21600. As with the experimental setup by (Vaghetto et 

al. 2017), the wire wraps do not touch the neighbouring pins directly. It is also noted that the 
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pitch to the diameter ratio of fuel pins for this setup is 1.11. The authors only presented flow 

details around the central rod using PIV technique, however the pressure measurements were 

not performed by them. At the time of writing this thesis, it is anticipated that CL and NNL 

will use non-intrusive instrumentation for the measurements of velocity and pressure for Rig-

1. 

1.2.3 Views on developed correlations from the literature 

The majority of the pressure drop experiments and friction factor correlations for rod 

bundle configurations were developed before 1990. A semi-empirical model to estimate the 

pressure losses in a hexagonal array of wire-wrapped pins in the turbulent flow regime is 

developed by (Novendstern 1972). (Rehme 1973) performed experiments on a wide range of 

geometrical parameters, for example, involving pitch to diameter ratio from 1.125 to 1.417, 

and number of pins ranging from 7 to 61. All of these studies aimed at pressure drop 

correlations within the Reynolds number ranging between 1000 to 30000. (Cheng & Todreas 

1986) came up with their hydrodynamic models for subchannel friction factors, mixing 

parameters in a 37-pin fuel bundle, covering laminar, transition and turbulent flow regimes. 

Specific correlations for subchannel and bundle friction factors, flow split, enhanced eddy 

diffusivity and the peripheral wire induced swirl velocity were presented by these authors.   

(Chun & Seo 2001) and (Bubelis & Schikorr 2008) have revisited these existing correlations 

and following their detailed assessments, both have come up with different conclusions. 

(Chun & Seo 2001) concluded that  correlations from the work of (Cheng & Todreas 1986) are 

the best fit which is generally called Cheng and Todreas Correlation (CTD), whereas (Bubelis 

& Schikorr 2008) concluded that (Rehme 1973) is the best fit. This could perhaps be due to 

different data sets and accompanying assessing methods used by the researchers. However, 

(Chen, Todreas & Nguyen 2014) have clarified in their work about the contradicting 

conclusions between those famous correlations. This contraction is due to the simplified 

Cheng-Todreas model described in (Bubelis & Schikorr 2008) is not same as the one originally 

published by (Cheng & Todreas 1986) as incorrect parameter related to the wire lead length 

was used which lead to the conclusions. Furthermore, they provided recommendations to the 

designers regarding the most appropriate correlations that have to be used as fit for purpose 

depending on their application.  
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Even though there are many ongoing research programmes related to rod bundle 

experiments on sodium fast cooled reactors in China, France, India and Russia, there is only 

a little published data available in the literature which can be directly compared with the CFD 

simulation data. This could perhaps be due to the associated challenges accessing the flow 

regions within a tightly packed hexagonal rod bundle with wire wraps. The majority of the 

liquid metal cooled fast reactors employ wire wraps in place of spacers between the individual 

pins for various reasons including structural integrity, enhanced flow mixing, heat transfer 

etc. However, wire wrappers produce higher pressure drops as compared to bare rods. While 

at low Reynolds number this increase in pressure may be marginal, it becomes significantly 

higher at high Reynolds number. These wire wraps in general have close contact with the 

neighbouring pins within the hexagonal arrangement. New thermal hydraulic experiments 

are currently under preparation in Germany, Italy, and the USA to address these challenges 

and further provide accurate flow representations using the state-of-the-art measurement 

techniques. Republic of Korea maintains a large-scale component facility for sodium cooled 

fast reactors to provide benchmark data (both separate and integral effect test data) for  

verification & validation (V&V) of thermal hydraulics design codes and safety analysis system 

codes (Kim et al. 2016). The results produced by Sodium Test Loop for Safety Simulation and 

Assessment-1 (STELLA-1) were used for V&V of computer codes. Here in the UK, BEIS is 

planning to base Britain’s first thermal hydraulics test facility in Anglesey, North Wales. In 

the absence of reliable CFD-comparable data from the measurements, CFD techniques are 

increasingly in use by the thermal hydraulics researchers/engineers. As a result, the focus is 

now shifting towards high-fidelity CFD approaches such as large eddy simulation (LES) and 

direct numerical simulation (DNS) which can be used to verify the numerical output from the 

standard Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches ((Merzari et al. 2016). 

1.3 Objective and scope of the thesis 

The overall objective of this MPhil project is to support the rig related work (be it water 

or liquid sodium as coolant) being carried out by CL from a thermal hydraulics standpoint 

and thereby contribute to the research and developmental activities regarding Generation IV 

reactor technology within the UK. While achieving this objective, the overarching aim of the 

project FAITH i.e., upskilling and expanding capabilities in the domain of thermal hydraulics 

will also have been met.  
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The scope adapts pure computational studies on Rig-1 geometry using a subchannel 

code called CTF and a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver namely Ansys Fluent. 

The detailed capabilities of these codes are explained at length in the next chapter. It is 

recognised and accepted by the nuclear industry that the subchannel codes (such as CTF) are 

efficient at predicting the performance details of nuclear reactor core at subchannel level in 

fast and effective manner specially for Light Water Reactors (LWR). However, the codes have 

certain limitations in the way they predict the flow behaviour around the regions within the 

subchannels for certain configurations of the geometry, for instance, triangular arrangement 

of fuel rods in a hexagonal pipe without/with wire wrapped around the fuel rods. This is 

because of the complex nature of flow in certain regions where the wire is helically wound 

around the rod, subsequently causing secondary flows. On the other hand, CFD codes (such 

as Ansys Fluent) can potentially resolve all the detailed flow features involving flow 

separation, boundary layer flows and turbulent mixing etc. but computationally intense, 

expensive and time consuming even for steady-state analysis.  

Studies in this work address how to account for these complex flow effects in 

subchannels with minimum CFD studies that are required to generate enough information 

(for example, pressure loss coefficients) which can be further fed back into subchannel codes. 

Taking the required information from the CFD codes, the subchannel codes can be more 

reliably used for various useful investigations in thermal hydraulic analysis of nuclear reactor 

core. As a result, the values of safety margins of different thermal hydraulic systems can be 

improved. 

1.4 Organisation of the thesis 

This thesis is divided into 3 major parts. The first part consists of initial two chapters 

which are Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Introduction, background and motivation to the research 

problem were discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 presents subchannels codes, CFD codes 

and their limitations based on the way they are adapted in the nuclear industry. The second 

part contains two different validation activities. The first one being the validation activity 

which involves building and running CTF model of the rig with the operating conditions 

where the measured data was made available from Pressurised Water Reactor Sub-channel 

and Bundle Tests (PSBT) benchmark exercise. The details of this study are presented Chapter 
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3. In Chapter 4, the second validation activity is reported. This validation study is about 

modelling the 2 × 6 rod bundle experimental flow conditions that are representative of sodium 

cooled fast reactors using CTF. The final part consists of computational activities that are 

carried out in support of Rig-1 using both subchannel and CFD codes which are presented in 

Chapter 5 while the Chapter 6 summarises the conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: CODES AND METHODS 

2.1 Introduction 

The details of subchannel codes, CFD codes in the context of subchannel analysis 

during this work have been discussed in this chapter following a brief introduction on the 

different levels of quality used for CFD analysis. 

The hierarchy of CFD approaches, subchannel codes and system level codes using 

lumped parameter models is shown in the pyramid in  Figure 2-1. As can be seen, Direct 

Numerical Solution (DNS) yields the most accurate solution followed by Large Eddy 

Simulation (LES). This is because DNS method solves for the Navier-Stokes equations 

numerically without any turbulence model resolving the whole range of spatial and temporal 

scales of the turbulence. LES method still tries to resolve some the eddies with the mesh. 

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes solution (RANS) follows these two and then subchannels 

codes find their place between RANS and system level codes. It is evident from the figure that 

the complexity, computational costs, resolution of physics, model mesh size and accuracy will 

increase as we move from system codes to DNS. But using DNS and LES is impractical for the 

subchannel analysis due to their disadvantages which are discussed in detail in the later part 

of this chapter, RANS has limited appeal despite the wider availability of turbulence models. 

This is due to the required computational costs and the model mesh size are still enormous at 

fuel assembly level and core level(Yu et al. 2017). 
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Figure 2-1 The pyramid of different CFD approaches, subchannel codes and system codes in the context of subchannel flow 
analysis for fuel assembly and reactor cores 

 

2.2 CTF subchannel code 

CTF is an improved version of Coolant-Boiling in Rod Arrays – Two Fluids code 

(COBRA-TF), which is a thermal hydraulic subchannel analysis code capable of calculating 

reversed flow, counter current flow and cross-flow in light water reactor (LWR) analysis.  This 

code was originally developed using FORTRAN 77 during 1980 by PNNL (Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratory)(Salko Jr et al. 2019), and later had been in use by many institutions and 

further the capabilities of the code were enhanced by Pennsylvania State University (PSU) by 

their Reactor Dynamics and Fuel Modelling Group (RDFMG) and eventually renamed 

COBRA-TF as CTF (Salko Jr et al. 2019).  Some of the enhancements include translation from 

fixed to free format coding, enhanced input-error checking, implementation of better 

numerical schemes etc (Sung et al. 2015). Nuclear Regulation Commission (NRC) has been the 

major sponsor of all these developmental activities around this code. Currently, CTF is being 

maintained and developed by PSU and North Carolina State University (NCSU) trying to 

expand its capabilities for Water-Water Energetics Reactors (VVER), Small Modular Reactors 

(SMR)using light water and Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) using sodium as coolant.  
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The purpose of the code is to study the performance and accident scenarios of nuclear 

reactor core from the thermal hydraulics standpoint. It uses a two-fluid, three-field (i.e., fluid 

film, fluid droplets and vapour) modelling approach with provision for both three-

dimensional (3D) cartesian and subchannel coordinate formulations for fluid flow and heat 

transfer solutions in fuel rod bundles and reactor cores. 

Geometric modelling involves a rod bundle which is divided into subchannels whose 

boundaries are defined by adjacent walls and/or rod surfaces. CTF also includes capabilities 

for modelling fuel rods, electric heater tubes, and walls using a finite-difference form of the 

heat conduction equation (Salko Jr et al. 2019), however, the emphasis has been placed on 

modelling the flow field within the scope of this MPhil. A typical square subchannel is shown 

in for a 3 × 3 rod bundle in a square pipe in Figure 2-2 (a). As can be seen in the image from 

Figure 2.2 (a), there are three different types of subchannels namely corner, centre and side. 

The corner subchannels are shown in red colour, green colour represents centre subchannels 

while blue colour indicates side subchannels. Figure 2.2 (a) also depicts the radial mesh for a 

CTF, where each radial element is equal to the size of the corresponding subchannel. It can be 

said from the Figure 2.2 (a) that the total number of radial elements are 16 that consists of 

corner, centre and side subchannels regions.  These flow channels are subsequently divided 

axially to form discrete control volume or axial mesh elements. Figure 2.2 (b) shows an axial 

uniform mesh for CTF for a case where there are no spacers along the flow. There is freedom 

for the user to refine the axial mesh unlike the radial mesh which is limited by the number of 

subchannels. A typical non-uniform mesh can be seen in Figure 2.2 (c). The image shows that 

in the locations where spacers are present, the mesh is refined in the axial direction.  

The governing equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum and energy 

are solved on these discrete control volumes numerically(Salko Jr et al. 2019). Solution of these 

equations provides the flow rates (axial and lateral) and enthalpy values within each of the 

computational cells or mesh elements. 
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Figure 2-2 Typical CTF meshes for 3 × 3 rod bundle in a square pipe in radial as well as in axial direction 

                 

In addition to geometric input requirements, boundary conditions have to be applied 

such as: - 

• Rod power 

• Inlet flow rate and temperature,  

• Outlet pressure  

• Input correlations for friction factors, void drift and turbulent mixing(Beus 

1972)  

The CTF output consists of parameters such as subchannel flow rate, temperature, 

enthalpy, pressure and fuel rod temperatures mapped onto a user-specified mesh and written 

to files in a format suitable for visualisation. Besides the pure fluid dynamics, a fuel rod model 

is incorporated in CTF, which allows to simulate the heat transfer within the rod, the gap and 

the clad to deliver the cladding surface temperature for the fluid dynamics solution.  

2.3 CFD code – ANSYS Fluent 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) is the branch of science that mathematically 

models the underlying physical phenomena involving fluid flow, heat and mass transfer 

processes to provide a computational solution using a wide range of numerical schemes 

(Patankar 2018; Versteeg & Malalasekera 2007). In theory, CFD finds application wherever 

there is fluid present, i.e., process industries, automobile, aerospace, nuclear etc. Within 

nuclear industry, CFD methods have been widely used both in light water reactors and liquid 

(a) Radial mesh (b) Axial mesh – no spacers (c) Axial mesh – spacers 
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metal cooled fast reactors, providing greater insight into the complex issues of thermal 

hydraulics analysis thus contributing to the CFD aided modelling in technology development 

and design (Summary Review on the Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics in Nuclear Power 

Plant Design  2022). The power of CFD in calculating the local effects for multi-dimensional 

problems can be used to improve the code predictions of either system level or lumped 

parameter model approaches. This has to be done via coupling of CFD codes with system 

codes which has been the major focus within the nuclear industry recently (Aumiller, 

Tomlinson & Bauer 2001; Toti 2018). One such application has been attempted in this current 

study.  

Modelling transitional and turbulent flows which are prevalent in subchannel flows 

especially for Gen IV reactors using hexagonal rod bundles with wire wrapped around the 

fuel rods has remained still the major challenge. The choice of turbulence model in CFD 

modelling determines the accuracy of the solution. The numerical models of a turbulent flow 

can be classified broadly as: DNS, LES and RANS. DNS resolves all fluid motions (both spatial 

and temporal scales of turbulence) within the flow and thus the computational domain needs 

to accommodate for the smallest and the largest turbulent eddy. Consequently, it is highly 

expensive to use it (considering fine grids and the required small-time scales) in practice; 

however, it is currently predominantly used in academic research. In LES, the large eddies of 

the turbulent flow are explicitly solved while the small eddies are approximated. LES is still 

computationally expensive to run but more affordable to implement than DNS for industrial 

problems. Both LES & DNS give substantially more information on flow details (on length & 

time scales) than an engineer requires for the design studies. RANS employs a wide range of 

turbulence models wherein Reynolds stresses tensor from turbulent fluctuations is computed 

within the fluid momentum. The effect of turbulence on the mean flow is captured through 

different selectable models which is sufficient to understand the turbulent flow characteristics 

in practice. Various RANS turbulent models include: Standard k-, Realizable k- and 

Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), Re-Normalisation Group (RNG), Shear Stress Transport (SST) 

k-. All these turbulent models along with wall functions for capturing the effects at the near 

wall region are widely used in the nuclear industry.  
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There is no unique model that can be used for all the flow problems appearing in a 

nuclear reactor. There are strengths and weaknesses and recommended best practice 

guidelines are available widely in the open literature and also in the ANSYS Fluent theory & 

user manuals (Fluent 2021). While these RANS models can be used to capture the flow effects 

well, still there are challenges to use these CFD approaches in the context of subchannels flows 

at fuel assembly level involving large number of fuel pins, and also at reactor core level not 

least due to the complexities of fast acting transients in multi-phase flows. This is where the 

subchannel codes and system codes find huge advantage over CFD approaches and make the 

case for their use within the range that these codes have been validated. In the present study, 

the input parameters for subchannel codes have been obtained from CFD RANS approach to 

improve the accuracy of predictions from the subchannel codes which will be discussed in 

following chapters. 

ANSYS – Fluent software has been used for the current study because of its wider 

capabilities in terms of handling complex geometries, well documented & validated physical 

models with excellent user & theory manuals (Fluent 2021). Another motivating factor is that 

ANSYS Fluent is one of the most widely used codes in the nuclear safety community (Podila 

& Rao 2015). As with any other CFD commercial code, there are 3 major stages within ANSYS 

Fluent: Preprocessing, Solving and Postprocessing and it is worth mentioning that all these 

three stages are strongly interconnected to yield a solution that is physically meaningful. 

Creation of geometry, mesh or grid generation, defining material properties and boundary 

conditions come under preprocessing stage. During solving stage, the governing equations of 

transport equations for mass, momentum, energy, species and any other transport variable 

with the defined physical models such as turbulence, radiation, combustion will be solved on 

mesh/grid. The solver needs a few settings such as initialisation, solution control, monitoring 

and convergence criteria. The final stage is postprocessing where all the field variables can be 

plotted using X-Y plots, contours, velocity vectors, streamlines etc. when the converged 

solution is ready. 
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CHAPTER 3: PSBT VALIDATION STUDIES 

3.1 Introduction 

It is vital to get good hands on experience using thermal hydraulic codes and also 

ensure predictions by user are reasonable. As a confidence building exercise, a validation 

study has been undertaken using the CTF thermal hydraulics subchannel code. As part of this 

validation exercise, a CTF model will be compared against existing experimental data on 

Pressurised Water Reactor Sub-channel and Bundle Tests (PSBT). This chapter describes the 

experimental set-up and how the simulation results from CTF compare with the measured 

data from the experiments. 

3.2 Experimental details and geometry 

PSBT benchmark consists of two phases, with each phase consisting of different 

exercises. The Phase I is the void fraction benchmark, and Phase II is the departure from 

nucleate boiling (DNB) benchmark. Void fraction measurements and DNB tests were 

performed under the conditions similar to PWR thermal-hydraulic conditions including 

steady states and the transients such as power increase, flow reduction, depressurisation and 

temperature increase.  

Data consists of sub-channel experiments and rod bundle experiments where the void 

fraction in each experiment is measured by gamma-ray transmission method (Rubin & 

Avramova 2011a; Rubin, Avramova & Velazquez-Lozada 2016a; Rubin et al. 2012; 

Specifications 2012). The gamma-ray transmission method measured the density of the flow, 

and later void fraction was derived from the density measurements for the gas-liquid two-

phase flow. This is a non-intrusive technique and thus no obstruction to the flow. The steady 

state bundle benchmarking exercise is aimed at providing validation data for verifying 

various numerical codes. Simulations have been performed using CTF for rod bundle size of 

5 × 5 which was the PSBT rig configuration and with a PWR rated conditions which are shared 

in the subsequent section of this chapter. 

The images of the test section for rod bundle void distribution measurement and the 

cross section of the test vessel are as shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. The experiments 

were carried out on a number of cases with various geometrical configurations (Rubin & 
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Avramova 2011a). However, the validation study focusses on only one of the configurations 

named B5. Figure 3-1 represents test section for rod bundle void distribution measurement; 

the rig is approximately 4m high, with an effective heated length of 3.658m. This heated length 

i.e., the portion of the rod where the electrical heating was applied to simulate the heat 

generation from a fuel rod, is divided into three sections, namely upper, middle and lower 

measuring at 3.177m, 2.669m and 2.216m, respectively. The total power supplied to the rod 

bundle ranges from about 1MW to approximately 3.3MW for the test cases considered here. 

CTF model includes only the heated length of the test section. A cross section through the rig 

can be seen in the image given in Figure 3-2. The image shows the 5 × 5 rod bundle surrounded 

by flow channel, which is surrounded by flow shroud. This whole unit is enclosed in a test 

vessel. However, the CTF model only includes the 5 × 5 rod bundle with just internal 

boundary of flow channel without its metal thickness.  Table 3-1 summarises key geometrical 

properties of the test assembly. The first column in the table lists various components of the 

test section such as number of heated rods including type of power shape profile of the rods 

while the second column gives the respective quantities. It can be noticed from the Table 3-1 

that uniform axial profile is used for this configuration whilst the radial power shape type is 

A which is defined in the subsequent section. 

The various types of spacers used in the test rig are shown in Figure 3-3 and the 

number of different spacers used, including their positions along the axial length from the 

bottom of the heated length are presented in Table 3-2. Figure 3-3 demonstrates three types of 

spacers: simple, non-mixing or no mixing vane and mixing vane. Table 3-2 shows that there 

are only two non-mixing spacers which are at either ends of the test rig whilst the simple and 

mixing vane spacers keep alternating each other in their arrangement within the heated 

section.  

The experimental data includes measurements of void fraction (chordal averaged over 

the four central subchannels) at three axial elevations (see Figure 3-1) along the bundle length 

and graphical images of the bundle void distribution.  
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Figure 3-1: Test section for Rod Bundle Void Distribution Measurement (Rubin & Avramova 2011a) 
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Figure 3-2: Cross Section of Test Vessel (Rubin & Avramova 2011a) 
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Table 3-1: Geometry and power shapes details for test assembly B5 

 

 

Figure 3-3:  Images of various spacers used in the test rig 
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Table 3-2: Details of various spacers used in the test rig 

 

 

3.3 Boundary conditions 

The test matrix operating conditions are similar to the rated conditions as in a PWR. 

As part of benchmarking exercise, the test conditions reported in Table 3-3 have been 

considered for analysis as they cover full range of operating pressures and temperatures. All 

of these validation cases are for assembly configuration B5. The actual number of test 

conditions are much more than that is reported here and the details can be found in (Rubin & 

Avramova 2011a). As can be seen from the Table 3-3, the operating conditions vary quite a lot 

from inlet temperature to operating pressure, power and inlet mass flux. These conditions 

cover the range of typical operating conditions in pressurised water reactors. 

Radial power distribution between the rods in 5 × 5 rod bundle arrangement is as 

shown in Table 3-4. Each cell value in the Table 3-4 represents relative power for the rod in 

that position. It can be clearly seen that higher powers have been applied for the central rods 

while the corners and side rods have less powers. A uniform axial power is applied for all the 

rods. 
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Table 3-3: Test conditions for steady-state void measurement 

 

The heated section of the 5 × 5 rod bundle was modelled in CTF with 36 subchannels 

and 25 rods following the geometric arrangement of the experiment as given in Figure 3-4. 

The geometry was later axially discretised into 36 nodes, and these nodes were distributed 

non-uniformly in the axial direction accounting for spacers’ locations. This makes the total 

number of computing cells as 1296 (36×36).  
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Figure 3-4: CTF mesh notations:  Rods, Subchannels and Gaps 

Nominal flow area and wetter perimeter are specified for each subchannel in the input 

file. The area and perimeter are assumed to be constant within each cell. Transverse flow 

connections are specified between subchannels to complete the multidimensional mesh of the 

region. These connections are termed as gaps as shown in Figure 3-4. These gaps are defined 

by the width of the flow path between two subchannels and the distance between the 

subchannels’ centroids.  

The spacers are not explicitly modelled in the CTF simulations, but pressure loss 

coefficients have been used to account for momentum loss. These pressure loss coefficients 

are provided in (Rubin & Avramova 2011a) and are reported in Table 3-5. The performance 

of these spacers differs in the way they offer pressure drop across them and in particular for 

mixing spacers, they aid in mixing, creating local turbulence.  
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The salient modelling parameters for CTF are summarised in Table 3-6. It can be seen 

from Table 3-6 that the side walls are maintained adiabatic; this means not losing heat to the 

surroundings and hence zero heat flux. The fuel rods have been modelled as hollow tubes as 

the conduction through the rods is not of interest for the current work. Also, the complete 

geometry is modelled without any assumptions on the symmetric nature of either flow or 

geometry. Mass flow rate boundary condition with specified temperature has been applied at 

the inlet while the outlet is open to atmospheric pressure and temperature. Heat flux values 

have been imposed on the rods based on test specification (input power). Turbulence mixing 

and void drift has been accounted by single phase turbulent mixing coefficient and with a 

Beus two phase multiplier ((Beus 1972). Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations 

(SIMPLE) has been adapted to solve the conservation equations (Patankar).  

Table 3-4:Radial Power Distribution, Type A 

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 

0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 

0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

 

Table 3-5: Bundle average spacer pressure loss coefficients 

Spacer type Loss coefficient 

Simple spacers 0.4 

Non-mixing vane spacers 0.7 

Mixing vane spacer 1.0 
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Table 3-6: Important modelling parameters in CTF 

Type Details 

Axial nodalisation 

36 nodes in axial direction with 36 subchannels. This makes the 

total number of computational nodes as  

36 ×36 = 1296  

Boundary conditions 

Inlet: Mass flow rate and coolant temperature 

Outlet: Pressure and temperature (temperature influences only 

when there is back flow, otherwise no effect) 

Wall: Heat flux based on the test specification for rods, and for 

side walls, it is adiabatic (this means zero flux) 

Cross – flow models used 

(void drift and turbulence 

models) 

Nucleate boiling: Thom correlation (Thom et al. 1967) 

DNB: W-3 correlation (Beus 1972; Tong 1967, 1972) 

Turbulent mixing and void drift: Single phase turbulent mixing 

coefficient and Beus two phase multiplier (Beus 1972) 

Wall heat transfer and rod 

conduction 

The walls are adiabatic and the rods are modelled as hollow 

tubes 

Symmetry 
No symmetry, full 3D model considered and sub channel 

approach is adopted 

Components of pressure 

drop 

Friction loss 

Form loss applied for spacer grids 

Gravity 
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Numerical algorithm 

Pressure equation is solved by iterative Krylov solver (Salko Jr 

et al. 2019) 

Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations 

(SIMPLE) to solve the conservation equations 

The steps of the SIMPLE algorithm, taken from (Patankar). 

 

3.4 Results and discussions 

The results presented here in this section are two types: 

✓ Code to experimental data comparison 

✓ Code to code comparison 

 

Where there is measured data available such as void fraction, the CTF results are 

compared with experimental data in addition to the other codes. The mean errors �̅� and 

standard deviation 𝜎 of these errors are reported using the following definitions of mean and 

standard deviation. Due to the way the mean error defined here, the positive and negative 

values cancel each other out to give a single value of mean error. To remedy this, standard 

deviation of these errors, 𝜎 also presented here. 

�̅� =
∑ 𝛼𝑛𝑁

𝑛=1

𝑁
                                                                                                   (1) 

Where the void fraction error for test case n is represented as: 

 

           𝛼𝑛  =  (𝛼𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝛼𝑛

𝑒𝑥𝑝 )                                                                      (2) 

           𝜎 = ±√∑ (𝛼𝑛−�̅�)2𝑁

𝑛=1

𝑁−1
                                                                               (3) 

 

The absolute values of void fractions at different heights measured along the heated 

section are presented in the following figures (see Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7) and 

compared against the measured values. Figure 3-5 shows the bar charts of experimental void 
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fraction values in black whilst the red coloured bars indicate the CTF void fraction values for 

Upper measurement. Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 follow the same colour notation except the 

data plotted in Figure 3-6 is for Middle measurement while the data in Figure 3-7 referes to 

Lower measurement. At higher operating pressures of the order of 150 bar and above and 

with inlet temperatures up to 290°C, there seems to be little or no vapour reported 

experimentally, however, CTF has predicted vapour formation albeit at low levels. This could 

perhaps be due to the 4% uncertainty in void fraction measurement as reported in Table 3-7. 

Table 3-7: Estimated accuracy for void fraction measurements (Rubin, 2012 #2) 

Quantity Accuracy 

Process parameters 
 

Pressure 1 % 

Flow 1.5 % 

Power 1% 

Fluid temperature 1 Celsius 

Void fraction measurement  

CT measurement  

Gamma-ray beam width  1 mm 

Subchannel averaged (steady-state)  3% void 

Spatial resolution of one pixel  0.5 mm 

Chordal measurement  

Gamma-ray beam width (centre)  3 mm 
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Gamma-ray beam width (side)  2 mm 

Sub-channel averaged (steady-state)  4% void 

Sub-channel averaged (transient) 5 % void 

 

The higher mass flux at these conditions perhaps causing low vapour formation, with 

the reported measured void fractions are around 0.05. At these low levels of actual vapour 

formation, CTF seems to have overpredicted the void fraction values. However, at lower 

operating pressure (less than 150 bar) and temperatures, combined with lower mass flux 

values has yielded higher values of void fraction at all the heights from measurements. CTF 

simulations have clearly underpredicted under these operating conditions for majority of the 

cases at all the heights. Both the results indicate that most of the void fraction is at the upper 

region of the test section, reaching up to 0.75 for the lowest operating conditions of  pressure 

(around 50 bar), temperature (up to 160ׄ°C), mass flux (2×106 kg/m²h) and power (1.028MW). 

Equally, for the highest operating conditions of pressure, temperature, mass flux and power, 

there is the least or no amount of void fraction formed from upper region to the lower region 

of the test section. 
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Figure 3-5: Void fraction comparison CTF vs Experiment (Upper measurement) 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6:Void fraction comparison CTF vs Experiment (Middle measurement) 
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Figure 3-7: Void fraction comparison CTF vs Experiment (Lower measurement) 

The mean errors for various heights i.e., Upper, Middle and Lower as calculated from 

the equation (1) are plotted in Figure 3-8 while the standard deviation (calculated from 

equation (3)) of the errors is shown in Figure 3-9. The negative values of mean errors indicate 

that the simulations have underpredicted the void fraction values, however, the lower values 

of less than around -0.01 imply that difference between the experimental values and the 

predicated values from the simulations is not significant. In general, the lower values of mean 

errors and standard deviation as compared to many other industrial codes indicate that the 

CTF predictions have fared better than the others for the void fraction parameter. For instance, 

the codes used by KIT (SUBCHANFLOW) and AREVA (F-COBRA-TF) are very similar to 

CTF, however they ended up predicting a positive mean of around 0.05, overpredicting the 

results as compared to experimental values.  
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Figure 3-8: Mean error at different heights, where measurements are made 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Standard deviation of the error at different heights, where measurements are made 

The following figure (Figure 3-10) shows the CTF results for the void fraction against 

the experimental measurements for various test cases simulated as presented in the Table 3-3. 

On the X-Y plot, the X-axis refers to the void fractions from measurements and CTF results 

are plotted on Y-axis. The solid blue triangles indicate the CTF results for the upper region, 

the solid red circles represent CTF results for middle region and the solid black squares show 

the void fraction date from CTF for the lower region of the test section. There is also another 

solid red line that can be noticed with the legend name as Y=X which indicates that any point 

lying on this Y=X line indicates that the simulated results are in perfect agreement with the 

measured data. The points that lie below this Y=X line indicate the underpredicted data while 
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the data points that lie above this Y=X line refers to overpredicted data from the simulations 

as compared to the measured values. Essentially, the Figure 3-10 containing this X-Y data 

captures the summary of what was discussed using the bar charts, reiterating the fact that 

majority of the simulation data points were under predicted and these data points correspond 

to lower operating pressures and temperatures as discussed before. 

 

 

Figure 3-10:  Void fraction comparisons at different regions with measurements 

The measured data from the experiments is not available for pressure drop for the test 

rig and hence the predictions from CTF for pressure drop across the bundle for different test 

points are compared against the values from other commercial codes. Not all the commercial 

codes that have reported void fraction, have included pressure drop values in their published 

data. Hence, the CTF simulation data has only been compared with the codes which have 

published the pressure drop values from their simulations. These comparisons are shown in 
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the bar chart (see Figure 3-11). The bars correponding to the CTF results from the current work 

have been pointed out with a solid arrow mark for clear demarcation.  

Overall, in the absence of pressure data from the measurements, it can be confidently 

ascertained that the CTF results effectively aligned with other codes. At higher operating 

pressures, the predicted pressure drop from the CTF simulations is around 2.5 bar for test 

points 5.2111 and 5.2112, while the maximum pressure drop predicted is around 3.25 bar for 

these two test points; this is by Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) which have used TRACE for their 

analysis, which is a system level software. Clearly, TRACE used by KTH (Swedish: Kungliga 

Tekniska Högskolan) Royal Institute of Technology has resulted in a different pressure drop 

values for these test points, and the values are around 2.8 bar. This clearly indicates that the 

user has a significant role in operating these nuclear codes. It is vital that the user has sufficient 

experience in handling the codes especially while carrying out calibration exercises like these 

discussed here. 

It is also worth nothing that the pressure drop values reported by Karlsruhe Institute 

of Technology( KIT) (SUBCHANFLOW) has similar values ranging from about 2.5 bar (test 

point 5.2111) at higher operating pressures to around 0.25 bar (test point 5.6552)at lower 

operating pressures. This could be that the two similar codes i.e., SUBCHANFLOW and CTF 

maybe using similar frictional correlations towards pressure drop predictions. 
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Figure 3-11: Pressure drop comparison with other commercial codes 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

Based upon the validation work on PSBT test matrix using CTF, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1. For test points when the operating pressure is high (around 150bar) and at high 

temperatures (higher than 290°C), the maximum observed void fraction is only 

less than around 0.2 in the test rig. For these cases, the CTF results of void 

fraction does not correspond well with the measurements. However, when 

there is significant void fraction observed experimentally (as high as 0.75), 

which relate to lower operating pressures (50 bar) and temperatures (in the 

range of around 160°C to 184°C), CTF results have underpredicted the void 

fractions for majority of the cases. 

2. In the absence of pressure drop values from the measurements, CTF results 

correspond well with other codes in the industry, predicting around 2.5 bar at 

higher operating pressure of about 150 bar, and around 0.25 bar at lower 

operating pressure of 50 bar approximately. 

3. The validation studies using CTF for the PSBT test matrix proved beneficial in 

learning and implementing the code for real applications. A robust modelling 
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method developed using CTF, which is verified and validated, providing the 

required trust on the user’s skills in working with the code.  

4. Good agreement with test data suggests that the geometry and complex flow 

effects have been accurately captured using CTF with the described code 

settings. 

5. The comparison of the simulated data with measurements and also with 

several other industrial codes has reinforced the confidence on applying CTF 

knowledge. 
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CHAPTER 4: PNNL VALIDATION ACIVITIES 

4.1 Introduction 

PSBT studies presented in the previous chapter were inherently multiphase and the 

CTF code uses several empirical correlations for friction, void drift, turbulent mixing under 

boiling conditions at high pressures to represent those phenomena. CTF has been 

predominantly in use & thoroughly validated for Light Water Reactors (LWR) wherein the 

majority of the flow regimes are multiphase (Salko Jr et al. 2019). The meaning of multiphase 

flow regime in this context is that the liquid water undergoes phase change to vapour phase 

under the prevailing conditions of high pressure and temperature. The scope of the current 

MPhil project is to assess single - phase flow scenarios using CTF at near atmospheric 

pressures. In addition to this, the thermal hydraulics experiments on the proposed Rig-1 & 

Rig-2 for Project FAITH will be carried out only in single-phase flow regardless of water or 

sodium used as working fluid. Single - phase flow means the entire flow regime is in only 

liquid phase for the present work. In this section, another validation case where CTF has been 

tested for completely single-phase flow regime has been described. 

4.2 Experimental details 

The validation case considered in this chapter relates to an experimental work 

(Quigley, McMonagle & Bates 1977) carried out at PNNL (Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory) on a 2 x 6 rod bundle. The rods do not contain wire wraps around them (a radial 

cross section through the rods and various subchannel can be seen in Figure 4-1). The 

experimental work obtained fluid temperature and detailed velocity measurements using a 

one-dimensional Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) in combined free and forced convection 

flows within an electrically heated rod bundle. LDA is a non-intrusive flow measuring 

technique used for measuring linear velocity. It works on the principle that when a narrow 

laser beam is focussed on an object, the beam will be reflected back to the source. But when 

the object is moving, the frequency of the signal received back will differ from that of the 

original transmitted signal. The difference in frequency that is called Doppler shift becomes a 

measure of velocity of the object. According to the authors (Quigley, McMonagle & Bates 

1977), their study represents one of the first applications of the LDA velocity measurement 

technique to be applied for mixed free and forced convection in rod bundle flows at that time.  
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The heating of the rod bundle was set up such that non-uniform radial power 

distributions could be imposed across the bundle. The authors from this work used the data 

from their experimental work to compare against the predictions from a thermal hydraulics 

subchannel code called COBRA-IV, which was available at the time when the experiments 

were carried out. The objective was to see the ability of the COBRA–IV code to predict velocity 

and temperature distributions in a rod bundle geometry with flows in the mixed, free and 

forced convection regimes. These regimes are encountered in Gen IV reactors under normal 

operating conditions, especially for liquid metal fast breeder reactors. Validation studies of 

the subchannel codes’ performance (in general any numerical code’s performance) are 

paramount for regulatory purposes in nuclear reactor core analysis. 

4.3 Geometry and boundary Conditions 

The cross-sectional view of the 2 × 6 test section and the CTF model are as shown in 

Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 respectively. In Figure 4-1, The fuel pins are represented by the 

circular regions of which red circles numbered 1-6 are for heating while the blue coloured 

circles, numbered from 7-12 are for isothermal conditions. The subdivided regions with dotted 

lines between the bounding walls and the pins and between the pins themselves are called 

subchannels, numbered from 1-21. The coolant which is liquid water in this case, passes 

though these subchannels from the base to the top in a vertical direction. The flow is 

predominantly axial along the height of the fuel pins for isothermal conditions.  

Figure 4-2 illustrates the nine windows located at 6-inch interval over the heated 

length section of 4-foot where visual access for LDA measurements permitted in addition to 

the access for thermocouple probes. The total number of axial nodes (30) used for the CTF 

model along the direction of flow can also be seen in the same image. The radial nodes for the 

CTF model are same as the number of subchannels which are twenty-one that can be seen in 

Figure 4-1. 

The boundary conditions are presented in Table 4-1. From Table 4-1, it can be seen that 

there are in total five cases of which three of them (Cases 1-3) are non-isothermal and the 

remaining two are isothermal. Cases 1, 3 and Isothermal-1 correspond to a higher flow rate of 

0.00016 m³/s with varying power ratio among them. Cases 2 and Isothermal-2 correspond to 
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a low flow rate of 0.00008 m³/s with a varying power ratio between them. The entry liquid 

temperature for all of these cases is approximately 15.6°C. 

 

Figure 4-1: CTF Radial modelling of PNNL 2 X 6 test section (Quigley, McMonagle & Bates 1977) 

 

In this thesis work, all of the cases listed in Table 4-1 have been simulated in CTF and 

some of the results from CTF are compared with the measured data (see from Figure 4-3 to 

4.8) and also with COBRA-IV data as reported in (Quigley, McMonagle & Bates 1977). The 

Case 2 of the experimental set up was modelled by COBRA-TF, a predecessor of CTF, by (Sung 

et al. 2015) during the evaluation of COBRA-TF code. 

The plots presented in Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-8, show how the non-dimensional 

velocities and temperatures as defined below match with the measured data. The individual 

plots in these figures are explained in the next section. 

Non-dimensional velocity = 
𝑈𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
 

Non-dimensional temperature = 
𝑇−𝑇𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑇𝑖𝑛
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Figure 4-2: Axial schematic of PNNL 2 X 6 LDA measurement windows and CTF meshing (Sung et al. 2015) 

Table 4-1: Boundary conditions for various cases 

 

4.4 Results and discussions 

In Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, the CTF results of non-dimensional velocities for the Case 

Isothermal-1 are directly overlaid on the measured values for different windows. The x-axis 

on these plots correspond to the lateral movement of the traverse that is shown with an arrow 

head on the top right image while the y-axis is non-dimensional velocity as defined in the 

previous section. The images in top left and bottom left of Figure 4-3 correspond to windows 
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3 and 1, respectively. Similarly, top left and bottom left of Figure 4-4 correspond to windows 

9 and 7, respectively. 

From the plots in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, it can be noticed that CTF results of 

velocity are matching better with measured values at lower heights, this means until about 

the window height of 5 and less. At the upper regions of heating i.e., window 7 and beyond, 

the measured values of velocities as can be seen from these plots are not clearly symmetric. 

Experimentalists in (Quigley, McMonagle & Bates 1977) have attributed this asymmetric 

nature to the mounting instrumentation of the traverse. These asymmetric details are not 

included in simulations, and hence all the simulation results are perfectly symmetric. It is also 

worth noting that the CTF simulation output can only give a single integral value of velocity 

for the subchannel cell under consideration at any given axial location. It is not possible to get 

a distribution of velocities within a subchannel.  

For Case 1, the non-dimensional results of temperature from CTF are compared 

directly with experimental measurements and can be found in Figure 4-5. This comparison is 

carried out at each subchannel over a range of axial positions corresponding to the 

experimental window positions. The top left image in Figure 4-5 shows results of the 

simulations for all subchannels, whilst the bottom right image shows results when excluding 

subchannel-8. The comparison of the CTF data with measurements appears better for all the 

subchannels presented except for subchannel-8. This could perhaps be due to the presence of 

mounting accessories for the traverse instrument.  

For Case 2, the results of non-dimensional quantities of both velocities and 

temperatures predicted from the CTF model in this work, are also compared with COBRA-TF 

by (Sung et al. 2015) in addition to the measured values (see from Figure 4-6 to Figure 4-8). 

Figure 4-6 represents the comparison of the aforementioned quantities for window 1; Figure 

4-7 and Figure 4-8 present the same data for window 5 and window 7 respectively. Overall, 

the predictions (of velocity and temperature) from both COBRA-TF and CTF codes seem to 

be aligning with each other well (see from Figure 4-6 to Figure 4-8); however, both are off by 

a margin ( up to 12°C higher prediction for these two codes as compared with experiments) 

in the vicinity of the wall sub-channel 8, where the experimenters have acknowledged that 

there is uncertainty in measurements.  
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Finally, the temperature values from CTF simulations for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 

are tabulated along with the measurements and COBRA-IV results reported in (Quigley, 

McMonagle & Bates 1977) (see Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4). The results for Case 1 

showed that CTF has always overpredicted the temperature by approximately 3.5°C to 11°C, 

in the increasing order from window 1 to window 9, for subchannel 8 as compared to the 

measured values. However, the results for the other subchannels from 9 to 14 showed better 

comparison with measurements with an over prediction of up to 4°C to an underprediction 

of around 2°C. There is no set pattern for overprediction or underprediction with regards to 

windows positions. The temperature results for Case 2 show more pronounced differences 

between simulations and measurements and Case 3 follows similar trends with few outliers. 

For majority of the simulations, the temperature results of CTF have been found to be 

higher than those predicted by COBRA-IV.  

 

Figure 4-3: Isothermal-1 results - velocity comparison at window 1, window 3 (red hollow circles are 

CTF results) 
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Figure 4-4: Isothermal-1 results: velocity comparison at window 7, window9 (red hollow circles are 

CTF results) 
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Figure 4-5: Case 1 results measurements vs. CTF predictions (left: Including channel 8, right: 

excluding channel 8) 

 

Figure 4-6: Case 2 results for window-1: Velocity (left), Temperature (Right), both are non-

dimensional quantities 
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Figure 4-7: Case 2 results for window-5: Velocity (left), Temperature (Right), both are non-

dimensional quantities 

 

Figure 4-8: Case 2 results for window-7: Velocity (left), Temperature (Right), both are non-

dimensional quantities 
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Table 4-2: CTF results for Case 1 with experimentally measured and COBRA-IV results (colour 

transition from blue to red indicates temperature increase from low to high)
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Table 4-3: CTF results for Case 2 with experimentally measured and COBRA-IV results (colour 

transition from blue to red indicates temperature increase from low to high)

 

 

Table 4-4: CTF results for Case 3 with experimentally measured and COBRA-IV results (colour 

transition from blue to red indicates temperature increase from low to high)
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4.5 Conclusions 

Based on the validation work on PNNL test facility using CTF, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The validation studies using CTF for the PNNL test facility proved that CTF can be 

used with confidence for single-phase flow problems. 

 

2. CTF results show that in general, there is good agreement with the data, especially the 

trends of velocities and temperatures are similar.  

 

3. In occasional circumstances, there is a disparity between the test and the CTF results 

(both for temperature and velocity), particularly in the vicinity of the wall. 

 

4. It is not possible to get details of the velocity profile for an intra subchannel flow 

(within a given subchannel flow) from CTF unlike Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) analysis.  

 

5. The uncertainties in thermocouple positions near subchannel-8, combined with high 

temperature gradients near the wall make it more challenging for the code CTF to 

assess the accuracy of the results. 

 

6. In general, the temperature predictions from CTF have always been higher than those 

predicted by COBRA-IV. This appears to be an inherent bias, but needs further 

investigations to further conclude on this. 

 

7. This analysis task of validating CTF for single phase flows has provided sufficient 

experience that can be used for the further studies on Rig-1, which is going to be purely 

single-phase and isothermal flows. 
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CHAPTER 5: MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF FAITH 

5.1 Introduction 

As explained in the introduction chapter of this thesis, the objective of Project FAITH 

is to prove that two rigs, one using water (Rig-1) and the other using sodium (Rig-2) as 

working fluids, can be manufactured through modular construction. These rigs will be used 

to conduct reactor thermal-hydraulics experiments. Rig-1 is for understanding and validating 

the flow characteristic through the test section without the complexity or hazards arising from 

a liquid sodium facility. Rig-2 is for understanding and validating both the flow characteristics 

and heat transfer within the test section. In Project FAITH, Cammell Laird (CL) will design 

and manufacture Rig-1 with the support from NNL, and with GE Hitachi providing few 

specific inputs for the test section details. 

The rig will be located in NNL’s Workington Rig Hall facility and will be designed 

and built in a modular manner by CL at CL’s facility in Birkenhead. NNL will then carry out 

the required experiments on the rig, and use the data collected (velocity, pressure) to develop 

and validate a series of CFD models, which were carried out in parallel to CL’s manufacturing 

efforts. At the time of carrying out this work, NNL/CL is still trying to finalise about the 

required instrumentation to obtain data from the experiments. CFD analysis has been 

extensively used to propose velocity and pressure probe locations within the flow domain of 

the Rig-1. The results from CTF have been compared against CFD results and it is reasonable 

to accept CFD as a benchmark data at this stage as the experimental measurements were not 

available. 

As part of this MPhil work, subchannel code (CTF) was used in tandem with CFD 

(Ansys Fluent) mainly to understand the limitations of subchannel codes while capturing the 

details of the flow and investigations were also made on how CFD results can be used to 

improve the accuracy of subchannel code predictions. For a full reactor assembly, it is not 

practical to use CFD codes due to their heavy requirements on computational resources and 

simulation time but subchannels codes such as CTF provide quick solutions with reasonable 

accuracy; further the accuracy of the predictions from the subchannels codes can be improved 

by linking with high fidelity codes (CFD in this study) or measured properties. The current 

chapter explains on how CFD can be used to enhance the accuracy of CTF.  
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5.2 Experimental details 

NNL have undertaken literature studies to explore the pin layouts and typical flow 

conditions that are encountered with an SFR and based on those studies the geometry outlined 

in Preliminary Core Design Studies by E Hoffman, W.S Yang and R.N Hill at the U.S 

Department of Energy in 2006 (Hoffman, Yang & Hill 2006) was proposed for experimental 

test section. This report has details relating to a S-PRISM modular plant based on a 1000 MWt 

reactor. The dimensions of the S-PRISM reactor have been scaled up by a factor of 4 applying 

similarity theory for the ease of manufacturing process and as well as to provide sufficient 

space for instrumentation yet without compromising on flow regimes that are of interest. The 

scaling laws in single phase flows have been well established and an accepted practice. The 

images showing the test section of the geometry which has 7 fuel pins in a hexagonal pipe are 

as shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. Figure 5-1 shows 3D image of the geometry where the 

helical wire is wrapped around each fuel pin while the image in Figure 5-2 shows pin wire 

assembly inside the test section as seen from the top. 

 

Figure 5-1: 3D geometry of the test section (Roop, Jonathan & Brendan 2020) 
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Figure 5-2: Plan view of the test section (Roop, Jonathan & Brendan 2020) 

 

Figure 5-3: Overall view of hexagonal fuel pin assembly as to be manufactured 

 

Water filled section 

Wire wrap 

Fuel pin  
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Figure 5-4: 3D sketch of the modular rig with the test section on the right  

5.2.1 Rig dimensions 

As explained in the previous section, the rig dimensions are based on a 4 × scale-up of 

the dimensions from the real fuel assembly which are included in the brackets and as provided 

below (Roop, Jonathan & Brendan 2020): 

➢ Pin external diameter, Pd = 29.76 mm (7.44 mm) 

➢ Pin pitch, A = 35.444 mm (8.861 mm) 

➢ External wire diameter, D = 5.688 mm (1.422 mm) 

➢ Internal width of test element, B = 112.58 mm  

➢ Internal length of one side of test element, C = 65 mm  

➢ Internal height of one full wire wrap: the ‘wrapping pitch’, H = 600 mm  

➢ Pin length defined by 6 ‘wrapping pitches’ for the test section height = 3600 mm 

Manufacturing tolerances for these measurements are around ± 1%. The artistic 

impressions of fuel pin assembly and the rig (when completed) can be seen in Figure 5-3 and 

Figure 5-4. The image in Figure 5-3 shows the fuel pins which are in green colour and wrapped 

helically by the wire shown by the magenta colour, and all the wire-wrapped seven pins are 

assembled in a hexagonal pipe. Figure 5-4 shows the overall modular rig containing typical 

pipe network with valves, including the pump, over-head water tank storage, control unit 

and the test section. 
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5.2.2 Operational range 

The test rig will be operated across a range of Reynolds numbers by controlling the 

inlet flow velocity and water temperature. The range of Reynolds numbers cover the 

operational range that is expected to be seen in SFRs. Subchannel (CTF) and CFD (Ansys 

Fluent) analyses will be performed on a series of equivalent simulations using the same 

Reynolds number range, with an intention to have like to like comparison when the 

measurements will be available. 

Table 5-1 presents the range of Reynolds numbers which are required in the rig test 

section and the corresponding flow velocity at the test section inlet. 

 

Table 5-1: Inlet flow velocity at the test section entrance 

Re 5000 10000 25000 50000 75000 100000 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

0.24 0.48 1.20 2.39 3.59 4.79 

 

 

5.3 Modelling approach: 

The overall objective of the modelling approach is to investigate how well the 

subchannel codes such as CTF can be used to represent subchannel flows in an SFR where the 

cylindrical fuel pins are arranged in a triangular lattice, and the fuel pins are separated from 

each other by a helical wire wrap. The main parameters of interest in the thermal-hydraulics 

studies are subchannel wise pressure, temperature and velocity distributions in the sub-

assembly. Up to now, these subchannel codes such as CTF have mainly been in use for 

pressurised water reactors in which the subchannels are predominantly in a square lattice 

arrangement. A multistage approach has been adapted here with a gradual increase in 

complexity of modelling, thus testing the capabilities of subchannel codes from standard 

problems to non-standard problems, thus from the known to the unknown. 

During the first stage of multistage approach, a square lattice with fuel rods (of the 

same size that were in use for Rig-1) that do not contain any wire wrap has been considered 
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for the subchannel analysis, CTF. CFD analysis has been performed on the same geometry to 

report pressure drop values for different Reynolds numbers following the best practice 

guidelines (Patel 2020) on mesh and modelling methods on Rig-1. The results from the codes 

CTF & Ansys Fluent have been compared against each other. The pressure drops values from 

CTF code have been developed from empirical frictional correlations used in the code while 

the pressure drops values from the Ansys Fluent are calculated directly solving the Navier-

Stokes equations using numerical methods. The nature of empirical correlations is that they 

are suitable only for a particular set of geometries and operating conditions within which they 

are valid. In the present work, a new set of frictional correlations have been developed using 

the results from CFD (due to non-availability of experimental measurements) over the set of 

Reynolds numbers as indicated in Table 5-1 and later CTF simulations were performed again 

using the correlations obtained from CFD and then the results are compared.  

The purpose of the first stage (square grid assembly) is to check how good the 

pressure drops predictions from the standard correlations from CTF compare with the CFD 

results and it is intentional that the hexagonal pipe with triangular lattice subchannels with 

the wire wraps were not included in the first state. 

During the second stage, the objective is to move towards the realistic scenario, but 

still only with a gradual increase in complexity. Hence, in the second stage, CTF model was 

built for a hexagonal pipe with seven fuel pins and no wire wrap around them. This in itself 

is an additional change for the standard use of CTF where the code is validated for square 

subchannels. 

The objective of the second stage is similar to the first stage except that the triangular 

lattice is used in place of square and the number of fuel pins are seven instead of nine that 

were used for a square subchannels. This stage helps to evaluate the performance of CTF 

moving from square subchannels to triangular subchannels. The results from CTF have been 

compared against the results from CFD, and also the frictional loss coefficients from CFD have 

been implemented in CTF to investigate if there are any existing differences (from standard 

correlations of CTF and CFD) can be minimised by using the data from CFD. 

In the final stage, hexagonal pipe with seven pins and wire wraps as used in the 

experiment was modelled using CTF and as well a CFD model was built for the same 
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configuration to generate frictional loss coefficients. This dimensionless friction factor is called 

by various names within the engineering industry. These include resistance coefficient, flow 

coefficient, Darcy-Weisbach friction factor or Darcy friction factor, to name a few. Within this 

work, the term adopted for this non-dimensional friction factor is Darcy friction factor which 

is defined as below: 

𝛥𝑃 = 𝑓𝐷 ⋅ (
𝐿

𝐷𝐻
) ⋅

1

2
⋅ 𝜌 ⋅ 𝑣2 

Where 𝛥𝑃 is pressure drop (Pa), 𝑓𝐷 is Darcy friction factor, 𝐿 is length of the pipe (m), 

𝐷𝐻 is the hydraulic diameter of the test section (m), 𝜌 is the density of water (kg/m³) and 𝑣 is 

mean flow velocity (m/s) 

5.4 CTF mesh & CFD mesh 

The radial mesh distribution of 3 × 3 rod arrangement with square subchannels is 

presented in the Figure 5-5 and CFD radial mesh can be seen in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. 

Figure 5-5 shows that the number of radial elements for a CTF mesh is equal to the number of 

subchannels which is a limitation on the subchannel code. On the other hand, it is evident 

from the images in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 that the CFD mesh poses no limitation on the 

number of cells (as long as it is fit for the purpose for the turbulence model that is in use) yet 

offering greater control on details such as boundary layer, aspect ratio, cells distribution and 

many parameters that are related to mesh. However, in both the codes, the axial refinement 

of the mesh can be altered.  

The images in Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 are for a 7-rod arrangement in a 

hexagonal pipe with triangular subchannels. As with the images for square subchannels case, 

Figure 5-8 shows the number of radial elements for a CTF mesh and the images in Figure 5-9 

and Figure 5-10 show the radial mesh distribution for CFD, the latter figure showing the 

boundary layer mesh near the wall regions. It can also be noticed from the images that the 

wire wrap is not included in these figures. The images presented in Figure 5-11, Figure 5-12 

and Figure 5-13 include wire wrap for the seven fuel pins which are in triangular lattice 

arrangement in a hexagonal pipe. This configuration is being manufactured for the Rig- 1. 
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Figure 5-5: CTF mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 3 × 3 rod arrangement with square 

subchannels 

 

Figure 5-6: CFD mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 3 × 3 rod arrangement with square 

subchannels 

 

Centre subchannels 

Corner subchannels 

Side subchannels 
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Figure 5-7: CFD mesh - radial distribution showing boundary layer mesh near walls 

 

 

Figure 5-8: CTF mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 7-rod arrangement with triangular 

subchannels – without wire wrap 

Centre subchannels 

Corner subchannels 

Side subchannels 
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Figure 5-9: CFD mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 7-rod arrangement with triangular 

subchannels 

 

Figure 5-10: CFD mesh - radial distribution showing boundary layer mesh near walls 
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Figure 5-11: CTF mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 7-rod arrangement with triangular 

subchannels – with wire wrap 

 

Figure 5-12: CFD mesh - radial distribution of subchannels for a 7-rod arrangement with triangular 

subchannels – with wire wrap 

Centre subchannels 

Corner subchannels 

Side subchannels 
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Figure 5-13: CFD mesh - radial distribution showing boundary layer mesh near walls 

 

5.5 Results and discussions 

This section presents the findings from all the stages that were described in the 

modelling approach section. The results include the following: 

An X-Y plot of Darcy friction factor, f vs. Reynolds number, Re from CFD output of 

each stage of the modelling approach i.e., a square lattice with 9 pin (Figure 5-14), a 

triangular lattice with 7-pin in a hexagonal pipe (Figure 5-16), and triangular lattice with 7-

pin in a hexagonal pipe (Figure 5-18) with wire wrap for each pin. 

The solid red circles on the X-Y plots are the simulation points, connected in the 

figure through a red line. The trend shows the characteristic asymptotic reduction of the 

friction factor with increasing Reynolds number. The power law was used for curve fitting 

the simulation data and this is visually represented with a dotted black line. The curve fit 

equation along with the R-squared (R²) value which is a statistical measure of data fit are 

shown in the figure. 

The next set of plots reported here are X-Y plots of Pressure drop, P vs Reynolds 

number which can be seen in Figure 5-15, Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-19. Figure 5-15 presents 
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the results for square lattice with 9 pins, Figure 5-17 shows the results for hexagonal pipe 

with 7-pin with no wire wrap and Figure 5-19 demonstrates the results for hexagonal pipe 

with 7-pin and wire wrap. On each of these plots, there are three different series named 

CFD, CTF- Standard Correlation and CTF-CFD (Power law curve fit). The series data of 

CFD corresponds to the results of P vs Re, similarly the series data of CTF – Standard 

Correlation represents the results of CTF simulations using the inbuilt standard frictional 

correlations for pressure drops. The third series which is titled CTF-CFD (Power law curve 

fit) are the results of P vs Re obtained from CTF but replacing the standard correlations 

from CTF code with the power law curve fit equations (from CFD data) for the respective 

cases.  

The hollow blue circles joined by the solid blue line show the data of P vs Re from 

CFD simulations. The hollow orange triangles connected by the solid orange line indicate 

data of P vs Re produced from CTF standard frictional correlations and finally the hollow 

green squares joined by the solid green line show the results of P vs Re from CTF code 

with the power law curve fit equation (from the CFD data) incorporated in CTF code. 

All these plots follow the typical quadratic relation between the pressure drop and 

Reynolds number in turbulent flow regimes. The average relative error between CTF 

standard correlations and CFD data is around 25% for the cases without wire wrap and 

this is regardless of square or triangular array of fuel pin arrangement. However, with a 7-

pin in a triangular array and with wire wrap the average relative error between CTF 

standard correlations and CFD is about 6%. When power law curve fit for pressure drop 

vs Reynolds number from the CFD results was used for CTF, the aforementioned relative 

errors have come down to the levels less than 0.5%. 

In general, CTF standard correlations tend to overpredict the pressure drops as 

compared to CFD results. Accurate prediction of pressure drop in fuel assemblies is 

important in terms of designing the required pump for the flow more efficiently. 

Furthermore, the radial mesh of the subchannel code, CTF has only 3 channel types that 

are repetitive in any full fuel assembly; accurate friction factor estimation from high-fidelity 

models such as CFD and then, further implementation of these friction factor coefficients 

in subchannels codes such as CTF is an effective way of predicting the fuel assembly 
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performance. It is worth mentioning that these predictions hold true no matter how large 

the fuel assembly is, just these frictional coefficients will be enough to predict the 

performance. 

A detailed CFD analysis carried out by Frazer Nash consultancy, UK (Wimshurst 

2020) for a 19-pin fuel assembly with wire wrap has predicted similar Darcy friction factor 

to that for the 7-pin (with wire wrap) fuel assembly carried out for this present work. An 

additional CTF model was built for a 19-pin fuel assembly as shown in the Figure 5-20. The 

radial splitting of the CTF mesh with each equal to the subchannel size can also be seen in 

the image shown in Figure 5-20. The power law curve fit equation for 7-pin fuel assembly 

with wire wrap (which is essentially Rig-1 geometry) is used for 19-pin fuel assembly to 

generate pressure drop values at different flow rates and the plots of pressure drop vs 

Reynolds numbers can be seen in Figure 5-21. The curves in Figure 5-21 follows the same 

notation for 7-pin curves with hollow orange triangles connected by the solid orange line 

indicating data of P vs Re produced from CTF standard frictional correlations while the 

hollow green squares joined by the solid green line show the results of P vs Re from CTF 

code with the power law curve fit equation (from the CFD data) incorporated in CTF code.  

The purpose of doing this 19-pin fuel assembly is to demonstrate to advantage of 

using subchannel codes for bigger assemblies with good confidence. For instance, in this 

case, the CFD output of 7-pin which are frictional coefficients at different Reynolds 

numbers are fed into CTF model for 19-pin and the characteristic curve of P vs Re is 

produced. Based on what was witnessed for 7-pin case, it can be said that the results for 

19-pin match better with CFD results which is the high-fidelity model. Due to the need of 

intense computational resources and the complexity of generating the accurate 

representation of mesh/model that is suitable for relevant turbulent models, performing 

CFD simulations to predict the performance for fuel assemblies having pins 19 and above 

is not practically feasible. Hence, the approach that is developed here, which is using 

frictional coefficient from a CFD analysis carried out on sub assembly (7-pin in this context) 

and subsequently use these friction coefficients in subchannel codes level for bigger fuel 

assemblies (19-pin in this case) could prove to be more efficient method to predict the 

pressure drops of bigger fuel assemblies. 
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Figure 5-14: Friction factor vs Reynolds number - 9 pin square pipe from CFD results with power 

law curve fit 

 

Figure 5-15: Pressure drop vs Reynolds number - 9 pin square pipe showing the effect of the 

implementation of the power law curve fit (f vs. Re) from CFD in CTF 
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Figure 5-16: Friction factor vs Reynolds number - 7-pin hexagonal pipe with no wire wrap from CFD 

results with power law curve fit 

 

Figure 5-17: Pressure drop vs Reynolds number - 7-pin hexagonal pipe with no wire wrap showing 

the effect of the implementation of the power law curve fit (f vs. Re) from CFD in CTF 
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Figure 5-18: Friction factor vs Reynolds number - 7-pin hexagonal pipe with helical wire wrap from 

CFD results with power law curve fit 

 

Figure 5-19: Pressure drop vs Reynolds number - 7-pin hexagonal pipe with helical wire wrap 

showing the effect of the implementation of the power law curve fit (f vs. Re) from CFD in CTF 
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Figure 5-20: Subchannel splitting of 19-pin fuel assembly, also the radial mesh for CTF 
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Figure 5-21: Pressure drop vs Reynolds number - 19-pin hexagonal pipe with helical wire wrap using 

the power law curve fit (f vs. Re) from 7-pin hexagonal pipe CFD analysis. 

While the figures above show the averaged values for the whole fuel assembly, of the 

pressure drop, the following table gives a much deeper insight into the flow thorough the 

detailed representation of the Reynolds number for each of the calculated sub-channel. This 

shows on the one hand the power of the coarse mesh CTF solution, but on the other hand the 

weaknesses of the modelling capability.  The power of using coarse mesh such as sub-channel 

analysis is that it is much quicker as compared a high-fidelity model (for instance CFD) and 

hence the turnaround time is significantly less for understanding the design performance. For 

example, using the workstation Dell Precision Tower 7910, with 8 nodes, the typical run time 

for the CFD analysis is around 6 hours while the single node gives the results from CTF is less 

than a minute. Additionally, taking advantage of less turnaround time, a great deal of 

sensitivity studies can be performed which will give good insight into the design aspects. 

The weakness is that in the model, the wire is located stationary in the subchannel 9 

which leads to reduced Reynolds numbers in this channel. In reality, the wire is wrapped 

spiralling around the fuel pin, thus it appears in different vertical sections in different places. 
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A similar effect will not appear in the central subchannels since each of them share half 

a wire with another channel. However, it is interesting, that there is still a small deviation in 

subchannel-12, which could be explained with statistical uncertainty and convergence criteria. 

However, this deviation increases with increasing Reynolds number and stays in the same 

channel. 

There are three combinations of Reynolds numbers predicted in the side sub channels 

and this is due to the way that the wire is obstructing the flow in those channels as per the 

given input file for CTF. For instance, full wire is present for subchannels 4 and 10 and hence 

reduced Reynolds number is predicted. Likewise, there is no wire present for subchannels 8 

and 15, consequently predicting higher Reynolds number for flow through them.  

Table 5-2: Reynolds number at various subchannels for Rig-1 geometry 
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Figure 5-22, Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24 present the typical velocity magnitudes of the 

flow at 100,000 for 9 pin square array, 7-pin hexagonal without and with wire wrap. Figure 

5-22 and Figure 5-23 demonstrate that the flow inside each and every subchannel is highly 

symmetric. This is comparable to the straight flow patterns inside the subchannels for an LWR 

since the flow is not disturbed by wire (due to the absence of helical wire wrap). Figure 5-24 

shows the more realistic scenario for a fast reactor fuel assembly; the images in this figure 

clearly point out that there is a clear influence of the wire on the flow distribution and on the 

flow path lines. The wire follows the helical path and consequently changing the flow area 

from one position to the other inside the subchannels and further affecting the flow 

distribution both radially and axially inside the subchannels. Due to the nature of the helical 

twist, the flow also tends to follow the helical path nearby wire and pin intersection areas, and 

this can be witnessed in the path lines presented in the image within Figure 5-24.  

The current CFD model is for fully developed and periodic flow. This means that the 

CFD model represents a section of an infinitely long pipe where the flow is fully established 

and periodic in nature due to the presence of wire wraps. In a realistic case there would be an 

addition of some transition length which will be required to achieve fully developed flow. For 

most practical engineering applications, the entrance effects are negligible beyond a pipe 

length of 10 times the diameter of the pipe (Cengel & Cimbala 2006). Based on this, a rough 

estimate for Rig-1 geometry is that the first 3 wraps will enable the fully developed region, 

and wraps 4 and 5 are for measurement regions corresponding to the fully developed region 

and final wrap (6) is to account for any exit effects (Roop & Brendan 2020). Hence, it can be 

noted that the results of velocity contours and path lines presented in Figure 5-22, Figure 5-23 

and Figure 5-24 are for fully developed flow region of the Rig-1. 
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Figure 5-22: Contours of velocity (m/s) & path lines for 9 pin square arrangement in a rectangular 

pipe 
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Figure 5-23: Contours of velocity (m/s) & path lines for 7-pin triangular arrangement in a hexagonal 

pipe 
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Figure 5-24: Contours of velocity (m/s) & path lines for 7-pin triangular arrangement in a hexagonal 

pipe – Rig-1 geometry 

 

5.6 Conclusions 

From the results of the various analyses activities carried out in this chapter in relation 

to the Rig-1, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. A method has been developed to predict the accurate pressure drops for the 

subchannel code CTF for sub fuel assemblies. This method employs the frictional 

coefficients obtained from the CFD analysis replacing the standard frictional 

correlations available within CTF. The method is tested on various pin arrangements 

ranging from square array to triangular array to the current Rig-1 design that has a 
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hexagonal pipe with 7 fuel pins with wire wrapped around them, replicating fuel rod 

structure inside a sodium cooled fast reactor.  

 

2. CTF predictions of pressure drop from its standard frictional correlations tends to 

overpredict as compared to the CFD results. For 9 pin square array arrangement and 

7-pin triangular array arrangement of pins without wire wrap the estimated pressure 

drops as calculated in the CTF code are about 25% higher as compared to the results 

from the CFD. For 7-pin triangular array with wire wrap, the CTF standard 

correlations have predicted around 6% higher pressure drop as compared to the 

pressure drops from the CFD. 

 

3. When frictional coefficients calculated from the CFD model are applied in the CTF 

code, the results of pressure drop from CTF for all the cases investigated are 

overpredicted only by about 0.5% as compared with the data from CFD, and this is an 

excellent improvement in the accuracy of predictions from the CTF code. 

 

4. In general fuel assembly is characterised by three types of subchannels (centre, side 

and corner) which are repetitive in nature, thus calculating frictional coefficients for 

each type would be sufficient to model the full fuel assembly regardless of the size (19-

pin or 37-pin or even higher) 

 

5. CFD analysis from the published literature showed that the frictional coefficients for 

7-pin and 19-pin in hexagonal arrays are similar. Using the same frictional coefficients 

(obtained for 7-pin), CTF model was built for 19-pin and pressure drops were found 

out from the CTF code. The usage of friction factor coefficients, which are obtained 

from 7-pin hexagonal studies, for 19-pin hexagonal has enabled computationally a 

better efficient method (than detailed CFD studies) to predict the pressure drops in 

fuel assemblies for sodium fast cooled reactors’ or any other reactors’ assemblies. 

 

6.  The weakness of the subchannel codes in terms of predicting the varying flow along 

the helical wire wrap is exposed. While subchannel codes such as CTF gives a lot of 

insight into the flow details in terms of radial distribution within the subchannels, they 

still have limited abilities in terms of finding the flow patterns of flows inside a 

subchannels with pins having wire wrapped around them. CFD is still the best tool to 

understand and visualise the flow inside subchannels for sodium fast cooled reactors 

despite its limitations in dealing with transients in complex multi-phase flows. 

 

7. The improved CTF model can be used to do a range of parametric studies which 

includes slight variations in the geometry (due to manufacturing tolerances etc.) 

and their effects on the flow at a quicker turnaround time. In addition to this, this 

improved approach of CTF code can be used for better representation of flows for 

safety related thermofluidic studies. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Introduction 

Project FAITH, which is part of the UK government funded Advanced Manufacturing 

and Materials (AMM) phase 2 nuclear innovation programmes, provided an excellent 

opportunity to develop skills in nuclear thermal hydraulics area. These specialised skills in 

this domain can further be applied to Gen IV reactor studies within the UK. The MPhil project 

described in this report was developed through this opportunity and represents one 

contribution FAITH is making to re-establishing UK expertise. During this MPhil program, 

subchannel code called CTF was used to model the Rig-1 facility which is being built at NNL’s 

Workington facility in a modular manner by Cammell Laird. The current chapter outlines the 

key activities that have been undertaken during this MPhil program; the major conclusions 

from the various studies performed and a few recommendations for the future work have 

been suggested. 

6.2 PSBT validation studies 

The initial studies include building a CTF model of 5x5 rod bundle in a square lattice 

which was used for PSBT validation studies and their test cases(Rubin & Avramova 2011b; 

Rubin, Avramova & Velazquez-Lozada 2016b; Rubin et al. 2012). The output from the code 

was compared against the measurements. The primary output parameter that was compared 

was void fraction with the experimental data. CTF results does not correspond well with the 

measurements for test points with measured maximum void fractions of less than around 0.2, 

however, CTF underpredicts more consistently for cases where the maximum measured void 

fraction is greater than 0.5. The reasonable agreement (considering the lower mean errors and 

standard deviations) with the test data confirmed that the geometry and complex multi-phase 

flow effects are well captured by the code through the developed input model and accurate 

settings. The void fraction was also compared with the predicted values from the other codes 

within the industry. The current CTF model predicts lower mean errors and standard 

deviations (ranging from 0.018 to 0.05 for standard deviation) than many other codes which 

were used by various nuclear companies and research institutions. In the absence of 

measurements for pressure drop data, the simulation values from CTF are compared with the 

predictions from other codes and it is found that CTF predictions align well with many other 
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codes. Overall, the comparison of the simulated data with measurements and also with 

several other industrial codes has reinforced the confidence on applying CTF knowledge to 

practical systems. 

6.3 PNNL validation studies 

The next validation case which is more relevant to Rig-1 from the point of view of fully 

single - phase, representing the flow regimes in sodium fast cooled reactors has been carried 

out on a 2 × 6 rod bundle where the measured data is available from Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratory [4]. The experiments comprise a number of cases including isothermal 

and heated rod scenarios, everything operated at single-phase. These cases were modelled 

using CTF and results were compared against the experiments. In general, the trends were in 

good agreement with the measurements, however, the discrepancies between experiments 

and CTF results were significant in the vicinity of the wall regions. This needs further 

investigation by using more sophisticated analysis platform such as CFD. Overall, this 

validation exercise has proved that the subchannel code CTF can be used with confidence for 

single phase flow problems with heat transfer within sub fuel assemblies. 

6.4 Modelling and simulation activities related to Rig-1 

Finally, studies were performed using the CTF code on the Rig-1 geometry that has a 

7-pin arrangement in a triangular array in a hexagonal pipe. The single-phase flow at normal 

atmospheric pressures with triangular array arrangement of pins and in addition with the 

wire wraps around these pins creates as such a non-standard problem for the CTF code. This 

study focussed on developing a method for obtaining accurate and reliable results from the 

CTF code for the non-standard cases like Rig-1 geometry. To begin with, a 9-pin in a square 

array was considered. This geometry is considered to be a standard one for CTF except for the 

operating conditions which are atmospheric temperature and pressure. Later, two models, 

which were 7-pin configurations in a triangular array one of them was without wire wrap and 

the other one was with wire wrap, were considered for the current work. These geometries 

deviate from the standard problems (forms non-standard problems) for which CTF has been 

traditionally used.  This novel method employs frictional coefficients for the CTF code which 

are in turn obtained from the detailed CFD analysis on the corresponding geometries for the 

flow regimes of interest. These frictional coefficients essentially replace the standard frictional 
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correlations used in the CTF code which will be used to estimate the average pressure drop of 

the sub-assemblies modelled. It is found that the standard frictional have tended to 

overpredicted the pressure drops as compared with the results of CFD. Using the newly 

invented approach, the relative error between CTF and CFD has been reduced from about 

25% for both the 9-pin in square array and 7-pin in triangular array without wire wrap to less 

than 0.5%. Similarly, the relative error for 7-pin in triangular array with helical wire wrap, 

which is essentially the Rig-1 geometry, has been reduced from around 6% to less than 0.5%. 

The weakness of the subchannel code CTF has also been discussed within the context of 

predicting flow details along the length of the subchannels where the flow area keeps 

changing from one subchannel to the other due to the way the helical wire is wrapped around 

the pins. While CTF still gives a great insight into the radial distribution of flow for fuel 

assemblies, and for varying flow areas along the length of the subchannels, it fails to predict 

the accurate representation of the flow behaviour due its coarse mesh nature. CFD is still the 

best choice to understand and visualise the flow inside subchannels of these types (pins with 

helical wire wrap) which are used in sodium cooled fast reactors, but at a significantly higher 

cost. The improved CTF model approach can be used to do a range of parametric studies 

which includes slight variations in the geometry (due to manufacturing tolerances etc.) or flow 

areas of various subchannels (central, corner or side etc.) and their effects on the flow at a 

quicker turnaround time. This improved approach of CTF code can also be used for better 

representation of flows for safety related thermofluidic studies. 

6.5 Summary of activities undertaken during MPhil work 

Furthermore, the key activities that were undertaken during the MPhil programme at 

University of Liverpool have been summarised in Table 6-1. It is also worth mentioning that 

the gained skill set and the knowledge as part of this FAITH programme can be directly 

transferrable to many other reactor systems that are mentioned in the following table (see 

Table 6-1).  
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Table 6-1: Various activities performed during this MPhil program and the application of the 

skill set 

Activity Application of the skills set 

 

Relap5 Training - A system level 

thermal hydraulics code - Basic course 
 

✓ The Relap5 system level thermal hydraulics code 

finds application in the system level simulations. 

For example, nuclear reactor core and primary 

coolant systems, and the entire nuclear power 

plant.  

 

✓ Subchannel code CTF finds application at reactor 

core simulations and the details around the 

subchannels.  

 

✓ CFD acts as a high-fidelity model for the 

subchannel analysis and provides lot of insight 

into the flow around these subchannels. 

 

✓ The coupling of CFD to subchannel codes (CTF) 

or/and system codes (Relap5) has become the 

research focus in Light Water Reactors, Gen-IV 

Reactors and including Small Modular Reactor 

(SMR)/ Advanced Modular Reactor (AMR). 

 

✓ The acquired skills during this master’s 

programme are directly transferrable to other 

national nuclear programmes within UK such as 

UK-SMRs and AMRs, and not just limited to 

Project-FAITH. 

 

 

CTF Training - A subchannel 

thermal hydraulics code - Basic course 
 
 

PSBT - validation studies for 

multi-phase flow 
 
 

PNNL - validation studies for 

single-phase flow 
 

 

Rig-1 flow calculations - single-

phase flow (CTF-CFD simulations) 
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6.6 Future work 

1. The current studies have compared the CTF results only with CFD results, this is 

because the experimental measurements are still not available at the time. Ideally, the 

CTF results should be compared with measurements. 

2. CTF model has certain input mechanisms to account for the changing flow area along 

the length of the subchannel due to wire-wrap’s presence is different to each 

subchannel. One of the methods is choosing each axial node where the area changes 

and include wetted perimeter, channel area and gap width. There is also another 

method where the card group corresponding to spacers is used to account for pressure 

losses by means of defining pressure loss coefficients.  This is a tedious task and 

normally not recommended to use this approach for the wire wraps, however, this 

needs more detailed investigations to confirm this.  

3. Further investigations need to be carried on testing to split channels to see if the 

current CTF model could deliver higher fidelity with reasonable increased accuracy. 

This means the flow area and wetted perimeter of the subchannel region that is 

available between the pins can further be divided into smaller sections and can be still 

connected. 

4. Heat transfer studies need to be performed, the current work focussed only on 

isothermal analysis. The estimate of heat transfer calculations is similar to the pressure 

drops in CTF where in empirical correlations on heat transfer coefficients have been 

used. Obtaining these heat transfer coefficients from CFD and implementing them in 

CTF code could maybe further enhance the CTF code performance in terms of accurate 

predictions on temperatures. 
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